E-mail reports from workmen
An introductory note from Kameran
Hello..
Mohammed Omm send me his a report on its work. who translated and e-mailed the report

1. Remove the door panel in the main Remove panel at main entrance to site
2. Walker closed the foxes in the excavations Closed fox holes in excavations
3. Restoration of mud 6 fully Replaced back fill in J6
4. Sewing and installation of plastic wall above the staircase wall J6
5. Transfer of the painting in J1 from one place to another
6. The establishment of a new staircase in the J 6
7. Strengthen the bridge in the mud, J 6
8. Put the soil in place of Jem in the temple
9. Repair of the stone above the mud, J1 and to strengthen the bridge and the ground
support bags filled with earth to keep the water from the wall
10. Bouri put in place a new J 1 for the water leak
11. Clean the place the Germans to build a bridge
12. Bouri put in the way of shosa compared toA16
13. Repair of the tiles in place of Panorama
14. Repair of iron reaching from the Panorama to the excavations
15. The course of drilling the water in the main road to prevent water from within the
excavation
16. Repair A6 connecting the dots from the west so as not to enter water
17. Put plastic over the soil and the well in A14
18. Put the soil in C1 for the protection of ground – Coal
19. Put paint and repair iron pipes.A1.A2…..etc.
20. Strengthen the paintings in the excavations made by Jawader and fill with soil
21. Repair wall C1.C8 and placing plastic over it and then Jader with dust protection
22. Repair and protection of the graves in plastic and Jader in A18
23. bouri put in excavations A16 for water leaks before the wall
24. Panorama paint the main white A
25. Painting Panorama in J blue
26. Cover the entire air-conditioners in the house
27. Guest room with plastic covering the entire
28. Transfer of funds made from a new kitchen to D 5
29. Library coverage in C2

